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Abstract 

Let x and n be positive integers. In this paper, we solve the title 
equation completely. 

Introduction 

Let a, b, x, y, n be positive integers, where ( ) .1,gcd =ba  The history 

of the diophantine equation ,2 nybax =+  1≥n  is very rich. Lebesgue 

[5] was the first to obtain a non-trivial result, he proved that the above 

equation has no solutions if .1== ba  In 1993, Cohn [4] solved this 

equation for 1=a  and a several values of the parameter b in the range 

.1001 ≤≤ b  Recently the first author proved that the diophantine 

equation nydax =+ 42  has no solution under some conditions [1], and in 

2008 she solved the diophantine equation nm yqpx =+ 22  completely [2]. 

Also she found with Luca and Togbe all the solutions of the diophantine 

equation nba yx =+ 1352  [3]. 

In this paper we study the equation ,615 2 nx =+  ,1≥n  we apply the 

unique factorization in the imaginary quadratic field ( )5−Q  to reduce 

the problem to a question about a Fibonacci-type integer sequence. 
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We need the following lemma to prove our main result: 

Lemma. Let 51 −+=θ  and .5−=α  Then the only rational 

integral solutions 1≥n  of the equation α−α=θα−αθ nn  or ( )α−α−  

is ,1=n  where θ  and α  denote the algebraic conjugates of θ and α 

respectively. 

Proof. It is easy to check that the equation 

( ) ( ) 52515515 −=−−−+−+− nn  or ,52 −−  

is true only if .1=n   

Now we give the main result: 

Theorem. The diophantine equation 

 ,615 2 nx =+  (1) 

has a unique solution in positive integers ( )nx,  given by ( ).1,1  

Proof. Let Z  be the set of rational integers and R denotes the ring of 

algebraic integers in the quadratic field ( ).5−Q  Then { ,5 abaR |−+=  

},Z∈b  which is a unique factorization domain [6]. 

Let 51 −+=θ  and .51 −−=θ  Then 6=θθ  and .622 −θ=θ  

We can factorize equation (1) in the ring R as 

( ) ( ) .5151 nnxx θθ=−−−+  

Note that θ and θ  are irreducible in R. If ,51 −+|θθ x  then there exist 

rational integers i, j, ,1 i≤  nj ≤  such that 

.51 jix θθ±=−+  

Suppose ,ji ≤  then 

( ) ( )θ−=θθθθ±=−+ − 2,51 ijix  
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( ) jii −θ−±= 26  

( ) 
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( ),56 −+±= BAi  

where A and B are rational integers. 

Since { }5,1 −  is an integral basis of R, the equality =−+ 51 x  

( )56 −+±= BAi  is impossible. Similarly if ,ij <  we get a contradiction. 

This implies that θθ  does not divide ,51 −+ x  similarly θθ  does not 

divide ,51 −− x  hence we have 

( )51 −+±=θ xn  or ( ).51 −−±=θ xn  

So 

( )xn 555 −−±=θ−  or ( )xn 555 +−±=θ−  

which can be written as 

θ+=θ− an5  or .5 θ−=θ− an  

Now 

,5 θ+=θ− am  

,551 −−θ−=+ ma  

( ) .5651 2 ma =++  

So 




 + ma ,

5
1  is a solution of .615 2 nx =+  This means that equation (1) 

has a positive rational solution ( )nx,  for mn =  if and only if 

θ+=θ− am5  or θ−=θ− am5  for .Z∈a  
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The problem now is to determine exactly those powers n such that 
mθ−5  can be written either in the form θ+a  or θ−a  for .Z∈a  

Since { }5,1 −  is also an integral basis of R, then we can write 

.,,55 Z∈−+=θ− nnnn
n baba  

We have 

1
11 5 +
++ θ−=θ+ n

nn ba  

( )θθ−= n5  

( )θθ+= nn ba  

( ) ,26 θ++−= nnn bab  

which implies that 

.62 12 nnn bbb −= ++  

The first terms of the sequence nb  are 

....,176,76,4,14,4,1 −−−  

Since 11 =b  we find one solution ( ) ( ).1,1, =nx  Now we will prove there 

are no further occurrences of 1, –1 in the sequence { } .1
∞
=nnb  Now for 

,5−=α  ,51 −+=θ  we have ( ) .515 12 θ−=−+−=αθ bb  

Suppose for all rational integers k, ,1 nk ≤≤  that .1 θ−=αθ + kk
k bb  

Then we have 

( )θαθ=αθ + nn 1  

( ) ( )θ−θ−= + 21 kk bb  

kkkkk bbbbb 6222 11 −θ+θ−θ−= ++  

( ) θ−−= ++ 11 62 kkk bbb  

.12 θ−= ++ kk bb  
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So ,1 θ−=αθ + nn
n bb  for .1≥n  Similarly ,1 θ−=θα + nn

n bb  it follows that 

( ) ( ),α−α=θ−θ=θα−αθ nn
nn bb  

which implies that 

.
α−α
θα−αθ=

nn

nb  

By the Lemma 1=nb  or –1 only for ,1=n  so the equation (1) has a 

unique positive solution ( ).1,1   
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